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This section covers awards starting in in the four current categories as defined by their names. The main list
below is organized by the current award categories and by year. Contrary to that historical fact, the National
Book Foundation currently recognizes only a history of purely literary awards that begins in  From to , there
were six annual awards for novels or general fiction and the "Bookseller Discovery", the "Most Original
Book"; both awards were sometimes given to a novel. The winners of the ornamental daggers and cash prizes
were revealed at the Specsavers Crime Thriller Awards in London. The jury for Best Crime Novel category
are all reviewers from British publications because they generally have read most of the titles that are
submitted each year. The First Crime Novel category is judged by a panel of previous winners. For example,
in the cycle the preliminary phase nominees ranged from in the Poetry category to in the Nonfiction category.
It recognises and rewards the best of Indian writing and ensures that works of merit reach a wider audience.
The Historical category is judged by the most recent winner, as well as reviewers and historians. And The
Winner Isâ€¦! Some awards in " previous categories " may have been equivalent except in name. This award
made Hilary Mantel the third author to win the award twice, and the first to win it with a sequel. The Popular
Award entitles the winning author to a cash prize of Rs 1 lac and a certificate. Tell us in the comments! The
four categories' winners are selected from hundreds of preliminary nominees. The judges took nine months to
come to a conclusion. The panel of judges for Thriller category includes agents, authors, booksellers and
reviewers. The pre-war awards and the to graphics awards are covered below following the main list of current
award categories. Current award categories[ edit ] For pre awards in all categories, see to  What is your take
on their win? The creative works have been judged the best of their kind. General fiction for adult readers is a
National Book Award category that has been continuous since , with multiple awards for a few years
beginning 


